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Craft Bond® Enhanced
Safety Mini Dual
Temp Glue Gun
Elmer's Craft Bond Dual
Temp Mini Glue Gun (20
Watts) is one of several
electric glue guns that we
carry and is a quality tool
that provides you with a
safer way of gluing!
Added safety features
include an insulated
nozzle for safeguard against burns, a safety
fuse that shuts the gun off in an event of a
short, and built-in side lifts allow for the tool to
rest safely on its side preventing glue backup.
This dual temperature glue gun is for bonding.
Use the high temp setting to bond materials such
as wood, plastic and metals and the low temp for
more delicate materials such as silk flowers and
foam. The ergonomic design ensures comfort
while gluing and the durable flip-down stand
provides stability while not in use. The
manufacturer provides a 2 Year Warranty.
Don’t forget that we also carry the
hot glue sticks that you need for
whatever hot glue gun you have.

A USB Power Solution
Every day more and more things seem to be
powered via a 5V USB port. Besides all the
cables that we
normally carry to
power cell phones
and the like, along
with the USB AC
power block and
DC USB adapters,
we recently brought
in this USB
specialty power
cable adapter that
solves a lot of
problems.
This multi-purpose cable provides a USB
interface to a DC power cable with 8
interchangeable plug connectors, which allows it
to most tools and appliances that need or use
USB power.
With this USB power solution you do not have to
worry about finding the suitable adapters when
using various devices.
This power solution offers a high quality USB to
DC 5.5/2.1mm jack with a charging cable made
of durable material with cable performance that is
good when connecting different equipment,
effectively preventing over-voltage or overcurrent.
You will get extensive compatibility with this
universal USB to DC charging cable which is
compatible with routers, smartphones, speakers,
IP-cameras, security equipment, LED lights,
digital audio-visual, razors, mini fans, small
appliances and most types of home electronics.
Please make sure you know the voltage and
polarity of the device you are trying to power.
Don’t forget to shop SGMC for all of your USB
related cables and accessories.

If you need brushes SGMC has
oodles of them. For instance use
this set of brushes with oils,
acrylics, tempera, watercolors and
model paints. The brushes are
made of natural bristles and
includes 4 each of sizes 1, 3 and 5.
A great value!
The NEW Flipo 3-in-1 Roadside Flare Kit is
everything you need for roadside emergencies in
one compact storage case. The 3-in-1
emergency kit includes: 2 multi-use LED flares
that feature 3 light modes: flashlight, red
emergency flare, and SOS emergency strobe.
Stand these flares upright on their own using the
detachable magnetic base or use the ultra-strong
magnet located at the end of each flare to attach
to most magnetic surfaces. The LED Roadside
Flare Kit is a must-have for cars, trucks,
motorcycles, boats, and more!
-2 Multi-Use LED Flares
-2 Detachable Magnetic Bases
-3 Light Modes:
Flashlight, Red
Emergency Flare, and
SOS Emergency
Strobe.
-Reflective Body
-Durable Carrying
Case
-Requires 6
AAA batteries (not
included).
Dimensions are as follows –
Carrying Case: 8.5" X 5.25" X 2"
LED Flares: 7" X 1" (Without Magnetic Base.) 8"
Tall (With Magnetic Base).
Makes a great gift for a new driver or someone
who is an experienced driver. Only available at
SGMC Quarryville.

Did you know that SGMC
Quarryville is an Official UPS
Shipper. That means we can
pack and ship your items and you
can also drop off prepaid
merchandise returns for FREE
assuming that they are in a properly sealed
box or envelope with a UPS bar code
return label attached securely to the
package ready to ship. A small fee applies
for taping, printing and attaching labels.
You might be wondering what to do if you
have a QR code which is what Amazon and
some other merchants supply
by default. We are sorry to
say that SGMC is not
allowed to process QR
code returns but any
Amazon QR code return
(and most other merchants
as well) can easily be turned
into a standard drop off label.
In the case of Amazon simply cancel your
return through your Amazon account and
redo the return choosing the UPS Drop-Off
option instead of the UPS Store option. It is
important to understand that from now on
ALWAYS choose the UPS Drop-Off option
for your returns.
For this option you will need a printer to
print your label. If you don’t have a printer
just forward your label to us to print for you.
Send your label to our e-mail at
phil@solanco.com and if you can put UPS
Return Label in the Subject line along with
your name that would help too!
Why run all over the place when you can
easily and conveniently drop your
packages at SGMC.

Custom Picture
Framing Challenge
As with most years we have always encouraged
you to bring any Custom Picture Framing to us
early so that we can be sure to have it for the
BIG day.
This year it’s more important than ever. The
Custom Picture Framing industry is not immune
to the shortages and long waiting times for
specific mats and frames.
This is not to say
that we don’t
have our normal
outstanding
selection of mats
and frames, it’s
only to say that
we are running
into a few items
that are taking
longer and in some cases considerably longer
than usual to get.
In some cases we are suggesting that you make
a second choice when it comes to a mat or
frame just in case your first choice may not be
available.
All this is to say that this year particularly is NOT
the year to wait until the last minute to bring in
your Custom Picture Framing. DON’T WAIT –
BRING IT IN TODAY!

